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Thinking about how your 
hook bait falls through the 

water in relation to your loose
 feed is the key to making the

most of your peg.

VENUE FILE

BW KIVETON WATERS
Location: Hard Lane, Kiveton, 
Sheffi eld S26 6RP
Day tickets: £5; concessions £4
Contact: 07789 954452
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When I think back to my Þ rst few years of  
Þ shing on commercial Þ sheries, I cringe 
at how crude my mentality was. A lot of  

the gear that I used was certainly wrong – big, heavy 
hooks, strong elastics and large-diameter lines – just 
because I felt that I was Þ shing for big, scary Þ sh 
that were hard to land. These fundamentals were 
soon Þ ne-tuned but it took much more time and 
experience before I felt half  conÞ dent of  making the 
most of  my peg. 

This new-found conÞ dence started to come when 
I learnt about the two most important 
aspects of  Þ shing: feeding and 
presentation. 

The key importance of  these two 
factors was really driven home to me 
after travelling to Serbia in my Þ rst-
ever youth World Championship when 
I was 14. We were lucky enough to 
have Þ ve-times World Champion Alan 
Scotthorne travelling with us, and one 
afternoon we sat and watched him 
and Steve Sanders Þ sh for three hours. When you 
are looking to learn about particular aspects of  
the sport, you cannot beat watching top anglers at 
work, and watching Alan and Steve summed up 
what became a simple basis of  thought for all my 
angling – feed correctly to get the Þ sh there in the 
Þ rst place and then present the bait in the most 
efÞ cient way possible, considering how the Þ sh want 
to feed. 

Sensas-backed youth international Matt Godfrey explains 
how lessons learnt abroad have helped him catch more 
carp in the UK.

PENCIL 
POWER!

One particular aspect of  presentation that Alan 
is well known for, and was really emphasised in 
Serbia, is lowering the hook bait vertically into the 
swim. We were actually Þ shing for small skimmers 
with bloodworm but it made a huge difference to 
how fast the bites came if  you presented the bait in 
this way. 

It then became apparent that this form of  
presentation made total sense across all kinds of  
angling. Whenever you throw bait into the water, 
the most natural way for it to fall is straight down – 

not in an arc or a sloppy heap – and by 
having control over the lowering of  it 
you can make the bait look irresistibly 
natural to the Þ sh. Since that week, 
I have applied this to nearly all my 
Þ shing at some point, from roach on 
canals to maggot, caster and worm 
Þ shing for ide or carp. It just works!

One area of  my angling that has 
really improved through this thinking 
is pellet Þ shing. Pellets can be an 

extremely difÞ cult bait to Þ sh properly and I’m 
sure that sometimes even the most experienced 
anglers have their minds frazzled by strange, tiny 
bites. I have found that lowering the rig into the 
swim makes a big difference when pellet Þ shing, 
especially with a light bait such as an expander 
pellet on the hook. 

We’re at BW Kiveton Waters today, a venue 
where this can be demonstrated perfectly, and »

PELLETS 
CAN BE AN 
EXTREMELY 
DIFFICULT 

BAIT 
TO FISH 

PROPERLY.
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where a few other items of  tackle 
and Þ ne-tuning can make the 
method even more effective. 

If  you ship out and lay your 
rig ß at on the surface or drop the 
rig over your feed, the rig will 
settle. Not only will it take a long 
time to get a bite, but when you 
do get one, it is a series of  tiny 
dips and rarely a conÞ dent ‘go 
under’. However, if  you place 
the bulk right over the feed and 
follow the rig down, keeping in 
touch with the bulk, and then 
hold the ß oat still around two 
ß oat lengths off  the water while 
the droppers and pellet are dead 
straight before slowly lowering 
everything down dead tight, you 
will almost instantly get a positive 
indication and hook the Þ sh. 
This is probably because the Þ sh 
has seen the bait, thought about 
eating it, and then you have 
presented it so naturally that it 
simply can’t not eat it!

You can take this concept and 
use it to your advantage in many 
ways. Experimenting with how 
far off  the water you hold the rig 

before lowering it can make a big 
difference, especially with Þ sh 
such as skimmers and F1s. These 
will often sit a foot or two off  the 
bottom in the cooler months and 
a pellet falling past them quickly 
can be too much effort to take. A 
soft expander pellet lingering in 
front of  them, on the other hand, 
could be just enough to make 
them have a go when it is slowly 
falling past their 
Þ eld of  vision. 

At times, I have 
caught a lot of  
Þ sh by lowering 
the rig from three 
feet or more off  
the water, and 
actually had 
positive hold-
up bites or Þ sh 
pulling the elastic 
out of  the pole in the process – so 
something must be right there! 

You can also try lowering 
the rigs down differently. Some 
days, holding the bait still for a 
really long time then lowering 
it down agonisingly slowly can 

be a deadly way of  presenting a 
bait. This worked really well on 
Lindholme’s Oasis Pool for F1s 
last winter, where you would 
foul hook lots of  Þ sh two feet off  
bottom, but when you presented 
a bait as above, they were hooked 
in the top lip and you received far 
more bites.

There are several other aspects 
of  lowering a bait through the 
water that can maximise the 
method’s potential. The terminal 
tackle and setup is dead simple 
but can make a big difference. 

The ß oats are quite important; 
I’m a massive fan of  the new 
Sensas Power Pencils. My 
favourite is the PPR5, which 
is a reasonable thickness but 
still features a sensitive plastic 
bristle, a 2in elongated ‘pencil’ 
body and a sturdy wire stem. 
These ß oats work brilliantly well 

in good conditions, 
allowing you to lower 
the bait all the way 
down with everything 
in a straight line. The 
streamlined body offers 
minimal resistance 
when the Þ sh takes the 
bait, leading to more 
positive bites. This can 
be a big advantage 
when pellet Þ shing. 

Some anglers get on really 
well using pencil ß oats in windy 
conditions too, with the thinner 
body cutting through the tow 
much more. I feel much more 
conÞ dent Þ shing a round-bodied 
ß oat in choppy conditions. A 

THESE 
FLOATS 
ALLOW 
YOU TO 

LOWER THE 
BAIT ALL 
THE WAY 
DOWN.

favourite is the Sensas 
CCX2, which has a 
hollow plastic bristle 
and a round body, plus a 
stable and durable wire 
stem. This is a personal 
thing and comes down 
to conÞ dence, but 
generally I’ve found that 
they sit much better 
when it’s windy. 

The shotting of  my 
rigs is very simple and 
common through the vast 
majority of  my Þ shing rigs 
– a bulk and two droppers. 
I like to use fairly big 
droppers when lowering a 
rig in, for several reasons. 
Firstly, they help set the rig 

straight when you hold it up and 
slowly lower it in and, secondly, 
they are much more positive on 
the bristle, so when a Þ sh takes 
the pellet you normally get a 
conÞ dent pull-under. If  the bait’s 
taken while you’re lowering the 
rig, a Þ sh holding up a No9 shot 
will register much more than, 
say, a smaller No11. I generally 
start with the bulk around 16 
inches from the hook, with two 
droppers spaced equally below, 
the last one just above the hook-
link loop. 

I still like to experiment with 
moving my bulk up and down, 
though, so try not to get set in 
a certain way. Sometimes, for 
example, you can catch really 
well with your bulk right up at a 
third depth with just one dropper. 
This works really well here when 
you’re catching skimmers and 
they’re sat off  the deck. Other 
days, shy-biting carp or F1s 
require the bulk placed well 
down to make a more positive rig.

Lines are simply matched 
to the size of  Þ sh, but I’ve 
deÞ nitely become more conÞ dent 
Þ shing lighter lines for carp so 
I very rarely go above 0.14mm 
main line for Þ sh up to 5lb. 
Here, Þ shing light makes a big 
difference, with the majority of  
my pellet rigs made on 0.128mm 
main lines to 0.117mm 
hooklengths. That may sound 
really light, but matched to 
sensible elastic, such as the 11 
Hollo that I’m using, you have to 

Pencil fl oats are Matt’s choice in good 
weather, but bodied patterns prove 
more stable in the wind.

Careful lowering of the hook bait works particularly
 well for skimmers.
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In the warmer months Matt 
feeds just pellets, but when
 the weather turns colder a 

mixture of pellets and
 groundbait can be better.

actually bottom out the elastic 
and pull extremely hard before it 
will break. 

I like to use a 15cm 
hooklength, which is long 
enough for a bit of  Þ nesse to 
present a falling bait, but also 
short enough, with my Þ nal 
dropper shot placed just above 
it, to still have a good degree of  
positivity in bite indication. 

My favourite hook by far for 
this type of  Þ shing is a Kamasan 
B911. I start on a size 16 but 
often scale down to an 18 if  
things are difÞ cult. In the colder 
weather, or for small F1s and 
skimmers, I also like Tubertini 
808s, which are a much Þ ner 
wire and lighter hook, but still 
fairly strong. With aspects such 
as tackle, the most important 
factor is conÞ dence. If  you 
were to ask the members of  the 
England team, each one would 
probably use slightly different 
things, but matched to do the 
same job with feeding and 
presentation. 

I’ve elected to Þ sh two lines, 
one at eight metres in around 
four feet of  water, and the other 
at 13 metres where it’s around 
six feet deep. The Þ sh are still 
feeding, but with cooler nights 
they can sometimes be unsettled, 
so feeding two lines covers your 
options. In the height of  summer, 
I’d be conÞ dent feeding just one 
swim in four feet of  water. This 
seems a good depth because 
it is far enough out to catch 
skimmers and carp, but not 
too deep that the Þ sh will come 

shallow. Vice versa applies to 
winter, where I’ll often Þ sh just 
one swim at 13 or 14.5 metres in 
the deeper water. 

To kick-start the peg I feed 
around three standard Cad Pots 
of  micros, with a smidgen of  
hard 4mms. I do this to give the 
Þ sh a taster for a different-sized 
pellet, that is, the 4mm expander 
that I’m going to be Þ shing over 

0.128mm

0.4g Sensas
PPR5 fl oat

No9

6in 0.117mm
hooklength

Size 16 Kamasan
B911 hook
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11 Hollo
elastic

No9

the top. It’s then simply a case of  
adjusting the feed accordingly 
throughout the day to your bites. 

I’ve caught best feeding a full 
Cad Pot after every Þ sh. At one 
point, the Þ sh started to come up, 
and I foul hooked a couple. When 
this happens I don’t feed for 10 
minutes, and then introduce the 
same amount of  bait as at the 
start. This works really well here 
and seems to put the Þ sh back 
where you want them. Lowering 
the rig in further maximises 
the chances of  catching Þ sh 
that are feeding off  the deck. If  
one doesn’t take it while you’re 
lowering it in, your perfect 
presentation will often induce a 
bite straightaway on the deck.  

I’ve ended up with 40lb plus 
of  carp to 4lb and around 20lb 
of  skimmers in just a few hours. 
Lowering the correct rig plus 
sensible and accurate feeding 
will stack all the odds you have 
control over in your favour and 
maximise the amount of  Þ sh you 
catch – so go out and try it! 

Proof that careful thought 
about feed and presentation  

can reap rewards.

Bulk of No9s
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